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BRINGING THE CLOUD TO THE GROUND
40 European National Research and Education Networks (NRENs)
collaborate in their association GÉANT
to make cloud services accessible: easy and safe to use
for 10,000 institutions and 50 million users.
Unique cloud portfolio:
ready-to-use, legally compliant agreements with leading providers.
Discounts, technical integration (network and single sign-on).
https://clouds.geant.org

Participate
in EOSC-hub WP12
clouds@geant.org

GÉANT, CERN, RHEA & Trust-IT
will drive adoption of commercial digital services
in the European research community (2019 – 2021)
Stimulate adoption by the research community:
Pan-European Tender
9.5 million euro available for cloud adoption
Part of the European Open Science Cloud

Collective hybrid multi-cloud strategy
Build and buy
INTERNAL: Share sector-specific
community clouds
EXTERNAL: Jointly procure public clouds
from commercial suppliers
Make services fit the requirements of the
R&E community
integrate them with the community’s
infrastructure
and support NRENs to offer them to their
institutions and users
Best value, most favourable
conditions of use
Obtained through a collective approach
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There is a demand for cloud services
… but it is important to ensure that …

GET IN

Data is safely handled and meets European and national regulations
Services can be acquired through the institutions’ structures:
• Affordable and predictable cost and purchasing models
(prevent bill shock)
• Limit network traffic costs and provide network integration
• Log in with institutional account

GET OUT
Data can be moved (to another provider)
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Service Delivery Framework

Gather the
community’s needs
and demand

Connect providers
to the GÉANT
technical
infrastructure
(network & AAI)

Find and engage
with willing
service providers

Manage the
providers and
agreements

Establish solutions
and agreements
with capable
providers

Facilitate adoption
of the services:
help NRENs deliver,
for institutions to
consume
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Supplier analysis matrix

Level of COMMUNITY interaction

HIGH

LOW

PRODUCT capabilities for Research and Education

HIGH
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Infrastructure as a Service
Pan-European tender and Framework Agreements

• 2016, tender
Pan-European tender with 36 participating
countries for IaaS solutions
Framework agreements with 20 suppliers
• Since January 2017, agreements available and
valid until end of 2020
procurement-compliant in the EU and EEA,
provide legal compliance,
including EU data protection laws
and allow for institutional-supplier call-off contracts
to take place under local (national) law

Using
2014/24/EU
procurement
directive,
to run a tender
as a collective

• In 2018
All agreement were checked for GDPR compliance
and amendments where made where applicable
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Infrastructure as a Service
GÉANT cloud catalogue, IaaS offerings
Available offerings, results from a pan-European tender

via resellers
via resellers
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Benefits of the pan-European IaaS framework agreements

Discounted prices
for all institutions,
large and small

Ready-to-use agreements
which comply with EU data
protection law, including GDPR

Invoice billing, no credit card needed, accommodating
capital expenditure through upfront commitments
Transfer existing
educational
licenses to the
cloud

Manage
usage and
spending

Reduced traffic costs,
through suppliers’ connections
to the GÉANT network

Sign your
contract under
local law

Single sign-on
support (SAML2)

EU institutions can buy the offerings direct
With no need to run their own tender
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Infrastructure as a Service
Pan-European tender and Framework Agreements [2/2]

• The services can be acquired through
invoice-based billing (no credit card needed)
• The suppliers offer aggregated user discounts.
These same discounts apply to all of the eligible
10,000 institutions, either large or small
• All suppliers support SAML2 to enable single signon, some connect to eduGAIN
• Through direct private peerings with the GÉANT
network, there is a significant reduction in the
data transport charges
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IaaS framework uptake
Consumption of the IaaS
framework agreements
is taking place
in 18 countries,
by 300+ institutions,
who have collectively spent
€13 million

Countries with consumption
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Cloud catalogue
IaaS cost savings, specific use case

Quality & Qualifications institute (QQI)
in Ireland

AZURE AVERAGE SPEND DAILY NOV 16- OCT 17
115%

110%

Achieves substantial savings using
the GÉANT IaaS framework agreement

105%

33% cost reduction
after QQI worked with the Irish NREN,
HEAnet, to transfer their Microsoft Azure
workloads to the GÉANT IaaS framework
agreement

100%

95%

90%

85%

from July 2017 onwards
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Cost benchmarking report
Advice on IaaS cost optimisation and cost reductions
Using QQI institutional use case as starting point
“One of the observations made during the
analysis, is that the client is still extensively using
the pay-as-you-go model. Therefore,
implementing more resources in the Reserved
Instances approach would be highly beneficial.”

ü Clean unused storage
ü Look for cheaper regions
ü Be aware that VMs’ families
frequently change and are upgraded
ü Use the available discounts options available
(ask for advice on available options from the
supplier, reseller and your NREN)
ü Do not run 24x7 VMs if this is not needed
(such as dev instances)
ü Shut down idle or underutilised VMs
ü Use the cloud resources only for the purposes
they were procured for

Picture 2. Historical analysis of overall costs and cost structure of the client’s cloud services
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Infrastructure as a Service
Supplier tailor-made offerings (not a public procurement framework agreement)
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Service development
Backend: IaaS cloud connectors

GÉANT developed two underlying
IaaS cloud enabling technologies:
1. An authentication path between
Open Stack and Kubernetes
2. A cloud data migration tool:

an extension to the Cloudkeeper tool
• connecting the EGI federated
community cloud (AppDB component)
• to the AWS public cloud
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Service management
1. Community of 140 NREN
cloud managers and specialists
2. An intranet workspace
for NREN cloud managers
• Information sharing
• Manuals and cookbooks
on how to deploy the service portfolio

3. Service Catalogue: IaaS Service Matrix
Allows institutions (customers) to
compare the available IaaS offerings

4. Contract repository

Allows institutions (customers)
to access the agreements

5. Customer helpdesk
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Data classification tool
For risk management and cloud migration, sourcing decisions

LOW RISK

MEDIUM RISK

Data for public use

Personally Identifiable data
Sensitive
Data is not generally available (Personally Identifiable) data
to the public
Loss of the data or system
Loss of of the data or system could have a significant
could have a mildly adverse
adverse impact on our
impact
mission, safety, finances or
reputation.

Loss of confidentiality,
integrity, or availability of the
data or system has no
significant impact

HIGH RISK

Data type

On-premise
(at the institute)

In country

In EU + EEA

Anywhere,
In non-EU non-EEA

public

Y

Y

Y

Y

unrestricted

Y

Y

Y

Y

restricted

Y

Y

Y

N

confidential

Y

Y

Y, but only in

N

community cloud

secret

Y

Y

Y, but only in

N

community cloud
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Cloud security
Advice, through a number of articles
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Channel outreach
User stories and use cases on the GÉANT clouds website
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Three steps into the cloud
Level 1:
no cloud
•

•

Digital services run locally at the
institutions: installed and
managed on-premises.
No collaboration between
institutes on collective vendor
management and procurement.

Level 2:
small clouds
•

•

•
•

•

•

First digital services are moved off
campus, to the cloud.
Involves e-mail, lift-and-shift of
virtual machines and cloud
experimentation.
Single or a few suppliers.
Institutions need support with
core components: network,
identity management and cloud
contracts.
Coordination organisations to
establish and make available
cloud agreements.
Institutions buy individually.

Level 3:
big clouds
•

•

•

•

•

Institutions have a digital
transformation strategy, which
includes cloud deployments,
through structured sourcing
decisions.
Services are bought from more
suppliers. Services encompass
more specialist tools. Serverless,
Machine Learning and AI.
Multi cloud usage and
management in production
environments.
Institutions aggregate volume
purchases.
Lead buyer , buys in bulk on
behalf of the group

Thank you
Any questions?

www.geant.org
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